
From: customerservices ptsd <customerservices.ptsd@bristol.gov.uk>
Sent: 08 Mar 2024 04:32:15
To:
Cc:
Subject: 24/00940/VD Giving notice to work on a dead or dangerous tree in a conservation area
Attachments: Dead or Dying Trees , 6 College Rd BS8.jpg

From: stephen wickham
Sent: Friday, March 8, 2024 3:17 PM
To: Development Management <development.management@bristol.gov.uk>
Cc: STEPHEN WICKHAM 
Subject: 24/00940/VD Giving notice to work on a dead or dangerous tree in a conservation area

Dear Development Management My aged mothers house , 6 College Rd, has three Elders (species) reaching over the wall into the neighbours garden which are variously in a dead or decaying condition. We really need to take these down urgently as
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Dear Development Management

6 College Rd, has three Elders (species) reaching over the wall into the neighbours garden which are variously in a dead or
decaying condition. We really need to take these down urgently as they are at risk of falling into the neighbours garden, and / or
damaging the masonry boundary wall, or limb-dropping, The neighbour's communal garden for flats in #4 College Rd isn't yet
heavily in day to day use but soon will be . In addition one dead one over-reaches the neighbours summer-house . i.e. someone
might be much more likely to be under this if anything catastrophic occurred.
We find it very unlikely you'd want to TPO Elders in any case, so this seems the most appropriate means of application for quick
action.

We wanted to put in "five day notice" on these but the website says to email you. (and we cannot find five-day form )

Other trees in the garden provide an overwhelming canopy , killing and over shading the garden below so there is other pruning
needed and at least one tree too close to the building planted by my late father that my mother was reluctant to deal with, But we
are advised to fell it for the good of the property, its drains and internal daylight. So we can make a separate householder
application for this.

In the meantime I attach a Picture/ map showing the location.

Conservation area Clifton
Post Code BS8 3JB
Garden #6 College Rd
Unique property RN 000000093145
Elders on the Boundary of #4 College Road in dead and or dangerous conditions.

Please reply to this email address for any further queries.

Kind Regards
Stephen Wickham


